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1. (a,f Discuss in detail Maxwell's distribution
Iaw of molecular velocities. Illustrate the
effect of temperature on this distribution.

fbl E rplain the tenn mean free path.

(c/ Calculate the root-mean-square velocit5r
of nitrogen at 27 "C temperature and
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OR

2. (a) Explain the principle of equipartition of
enerry.

[b) Calculate the mean free path for oxygen
gas at 25 "C and 1 atnrospheric Pressure.
The collision diaoeter of o:<ygen molecule

= 361 pm. 2

/c/ Define molar heat caPacity at constant
volume. Show that heat capacity of any
gas at constant volume should be equal
to 12.5 J. L+2=3

3. (o/ Define chemical potential. Derive
Gibbs-Duhem equation of variation of
chemical Potential. l+2=3

fb, Write the stateEent of third law of
thermodYnamics. I

/cJ Explain how the absolute entropy of' t"rb"t tt"" is determined with the help of
third law of thermodYnamics. 3
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OR

4. (@ Dertve Gibbs-Helmholtz equation for the
calculation of AII at constant pressure. 3

(b) v,that is Debye,s 13 law? Show that
entropy of any substalce at very low
temperature when Debye,s relation for
heat capaiities of crystals is valid, is
one-third of the molar heat"capacity, 1+3=4

5. (a/ What are liquid crystals? Mention their
characteristics.

@/ Derive an expression for the
determination of surface tension by
capillary rise method.

(c,f Discuss in detail the collision theory of
bimolecular reactions-

OR

6. (;/ Differentiate clearly between smectic and
nematic liquid crystals. 2

' (b) Explain the terms additive propert5r and
consecutive property. Give e<amples. 3

(c) Differentiate between homogeneous and
heterogeneous catalyses, Give examples
to illustrate your a[swer. 2
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7. (a) What is turnover number? 1

(bi Derive Bragg's equation for X-ray
crystallography. 2

(ci Explain the terms-
/y' elements of symmetry;

/a/ plane of symnoetry;

/uy' centre of symmetry;
with examples in each case. 4

OR

8, /ci What are different kinds of Bravais
lattices in a bubic unit cell? Calculate the
number of atoms per unit cell in each of
them.

(b/ \Vhat are Miller indices?

. 9. (a/ Explain the term ionic molility. 1

(b) The H+ ion, because of its heavy
hydration and consequent large sii:e and
shape, should have a low mobility but its
mobility is very high. How would you
account for it? 3

/c/ What is meant by transport number of an
ion? How would you measure it using
Hittorfs method? 1+2=3
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1O. (a/ State and explain Kohlrausch law.

(b) For the strong electrolytes NaOH, NaCl
and BaC12, the molar conductivities at
infinite dilution are 248.1x!Oa,
126.5 x loa and28OxlO{ Sm2 mol-l
respectively. Calculate the A; for
Ba(OH)2.

1c/ Write Debye-Hiickel-Oasager equation
for stroag electrolyte.

(d) Wite a note on asynrmetry .effect.

***
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1. The numbers of translational, rotational and
vibrational degrees of freedom, respectively, for H2O
molecules are

(a) 3,3,3 ( )

tb) s,2, 1 ( )

(c) 1,2,3 ( )

(d) 2,2,2 ( )
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2. Nernst heat theorem is applicable to

(a) pure solids only ( )

(b) solids and liquids ( )

(c) solids, liquids and gases ( )

(d.) pure gases only ( )

3, An essential condition for mesomorphism to occur is
that the molecule must be

(a) isotropic ( )

(b) anisotropic ( )

(c) both (Q and (b) ( )

" (d.) None of the above ( )
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4. How many Na+ and CI- ions are present in the unit
cell of NaCl?

(a) Na+ =1, Ct- =1 ( )

(b) Na+ =2, Cl- =2 ( )

(c) Na+=3,Cl-=3 ( )

(d) Na+ =4, Ct- =4 ( )

5. The SI unit of specilic conductance is

(a) ohm2 cm-l ( )

(b) ohm xcm ( )

(c) s m-l ( )

(d) Sxm ( )
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SECTION-B

( Marks : 15 )

Answer the following questions 3x5=15

1. Calculate the standard entroPy change of the
reaction

Nz (g) + oz (e)-+ 2No (g)

Given standard entroPies for 
,,

Nz €) = 191'62 JK-' mol-'

oz €) =205'01JK-1 mol 1

No (e) = 2lo'45 JK-1 mol-l
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2. Derive a relationship between molar conductance
and specilic conductance and hence the unit of
molar conductance.
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3" Write a note on interfacial angles.
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4. Explain with examples the enzyme catalysis.
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5. Defrne the following :

(a) Collision diameter

(b) Collision frequenry

t**
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